
Delta4DVH Clinical Significance 

Accuracy, efficiency and clinical relevance - at the same time
With the introduction of the Delta4DVH software option in 2007 ScandiDos presented a new concept 
of QA based on clinical relevance by analyzing the delivered dose to each structure individually. 
Delta4PT combines accurate dose measurements in the target and high gradient regions with full 
volumetric dose reconstruction. The Delta4DVH suite gives 3D analysis capability from phantom to 
the patient anatomy. 
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delta4dVH Anatomy
Delta4DVH Anatomy allows an immediate comparison in the patient anatomy of the planned and the 
delivered patient dose. The patient inhomogeneities are taken into account and the real dose deviation 
in each organ is evaluated. You can immediately determine if the dose in the target volume is enough 
to achieve tumor control or if the dose to an organ at risk (OAR) is too high. This feature also allows 
custom setting of Pass/Fail criteria for a structure based on serial or a parallel OAR specification 
Delta4DVH Anatomy includes all functions available in Delta4DVH and Delta4DVH Professional. 

delta4dVH Professional
Delta4DVH Professional automates 3D and structure specific analysis. Each structure can be grouped 
by its type – Target or OAR – depending on type of treatment. Quantification of deviations is done 
automatically and each type of structure uses its own set of Pass/Fail criteria. With the use of templates, 
each plan can easily be assigned the appropriate set of organs and criteria to include. The automated 
analysis immediately shows if a plan has passed. Delta4DVH Professional also includes all functions 
available in Delta4DVH. 

delta4dVH

With Delta4DVH a plan can be effectively analysed with respect to each structure’s clinical 
relevance. With the introduction of DVH a full volumetric analysis can be made for the clinically 
relevant volumes. You can verify that targets are fully covered and that the dose is correct and 
that the OARs do not get excessive dose. The Delta4DVH allows the most  accurate comparison 
between the planned and the delivered dose. 
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